BOAT SPOTLIGHT
BY ARNIE HAMMERMAN

SPECIFICATIONS
LOA: 43’6”
Beam: 13’
Draft (up/down): 2’3”/3’5”
Dry Weight: 22,100 lbs.
Fuel Capacity: 400 gals.
Water Capacity: 60 gals.
Power: 3 x Mercury
Racing 450R; 3 x Yamaha
425 XTO
MSRP: $1,092,900
(w/ Mercury); $999,900
(w/ Yamaha)
TIAR AYACHTS.COM

DEALERS
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Tiara Sport 43 LE

Tiara quality in a fast and fun outboard-powered cruiser.

A

n exciting model, the Tiara Sport 43 LE is the
first in a series from this venerable builder. Triple
outboard power with choices from Mercury (Racing
450R) or Yamaha (425 XTO) deliver top-speeds
of 58.5 mph. Cruising speeds of 30-35 mph yield
over 200 miles of range with either engine option.
Exhilarating performance and precise handling tell
only part of the story, as the 43 LE is packed with
features ideal for entertaining or weekend cruising.
What really sets this boat apart is the variety of
seating. The cockpit has comfortable aft-facing,
angled seats on both sides facing a centerline twin
seated sport lounge, which is complete with flip-up
chaise footrests, speakers, drink holders and a teak
table. Behind the sport lounge seating is an electric
barbecue. Amazingly, this entire sport lounge
module manually pivots 180 degrees and can be
positioned forward-facing, angled and aft-facing.
Press a button and an electric actuator lowers the aft
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portside section of the cockpit gunnel. This fold-down
terrace extends the cockpit and brings a welcome link
to the water. A Makefast powered sunshade expands
to cover the exterior cockpit. Optional retractable
doors separate these two areas and allow the mid
cockpit and helm to be air conditioned. An additional
gathering area on the bow features a comfortable
padded lounge with drink holders and backrests.
A serving galley with sink and twin refrigeration
drawers is found in the mid cockpit. Below, a head
with separate shower, and two large cabins that
accommodate five allow for comfortable cruising.
“The 43 LE is built with the same care, quality and
attention to detail Tiara has always provided, in a fun
and functional outboard-powered configuration,” says
Tom Slikkers, CEO and president of Tiara Yachts/
Tiara Sport. “The unique cockpit with our rotating
lounge and fold-down terrace provides both comfort
and versatility to the layout.” H

